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IMPROVING FACTORS AFFECTING BASKETBALL LAY-UP SHOT 

SKILL, IN REFERENCE TO 2005 THIRED YEAR AESTHETICS AND 

PHYSICAL EDUCATION FEMALE STUDENTS OF RTC,                                   
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ABSTRACT 

The study focused on Improving Factors Affecting Basketball Lay Up Shot Skill.The aim of this

 study  was  to  identify  the  major  factors  that  hinders   their   participation , to   investigate

 the level of  their participation and to examine the extent   to   which   these problems  hinder 

their participation at  RTC.Population of this study were students who were currently learning

  in RTC. Purposive sampling method was used to select the sampled populations.Thus descrip

tive survey design was   used with both qualitative and quantitative research analysis methods.

Thirt four/ 34/students were selected using purposive sampling techniques. Interview   guides, 

  Self guide questionnaires and observation were used to collect data.The data were analyzed 

using frequency and percentage.The  findings  of  this research revealed  that  the   problems   

of female  students in BB lay up shot performance skill  were full of constraints  as it is  clearly

  observed  from responses    obtain among  respondents  in   the questionnaire, interview  and 

 observation. In this  regard,  less  assistance  of  PE teachers, lack of skilled PE teachers and 

sport fields, materials and facilities for these  students  were  the  major  problems that raised.

In this aspect, most  respondents  were  prove  that  the  above  listed were the core  problems 

that need immediate solutions. Thus based on the results the necessary recommendations were 

given to concerned bodies.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This chapter deals with the background of the study, statement of the problem, objectives of 

 the study, significance of the study ,Delimitations of the study and limitations of the study. 

1.1. Background of the Study 

Basketball is one of the most popular and interesting games in the world. It can be played 

almost everywhere, in GYM, indoors or outdoors. One of the reasons for basketball’s 

popularity is its simplicity. With a few basic rules can be played everywhere indoors or 

outdoors. Even you can play the game by fixing only one ring (basket) on the back wall of 

your house. It is such an enjoyable game that you can play if alone or with only one partner 

using simple ring. This makes it simple and interesting for most people to play the game. 

Perhaps, you may know how to shoot and dribble Basketball. But Basketball will be more 

enjoyable, successful and attractive as you improve your shooting and other fundamental 

techniques (Sahlemichael, 2006:47). 

Therefore, the basic objective of Basketball game is to score more baskets than the opponent’s 

team during the play time. In order to score more baskets in basketball the ball must be thrown 

in to the basket. Therefore, to win the game every member of the team should become good 

shooters especially among the types of shootings of layup shot, because layup shot is the most 

accurate shoot than the other. Layup shot is one among the technical skill of basketball. It 

needs attention, strength, practice and courage to show the performance (DARST, 2002:370).  

This research discusses to find out the background, development techniques and the problems 

of mastering the layup shot techniques of basketball in 2005 3
rd

 year Aesthetics and PE female 

students of RTC. 

1.2. Statement of the Problem   

In order to achieve the intended educational goal and obtained behaviorally changed adults 

active and morally built students with high interest is essential. Layup shot is one of the 

fundamental techniques of basketball game. When it used appropriately can become the most 

accurate shoot. This is , because of the players are very close to the ring when compared with 
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the other shoots. Layup shot needs a good training and exercise to master the skill and needs a 

good performance of the player. 

The main targets of this study was to find out factors affecting in applying layup shot skills of 

female students in basketball and to give solutions. Problems in BB layup shot was one among 

internal efficiency of physical education , obstacle to complete given task or activity in an 

expected time and also one of the major problems in physical education classes in the selected 

level. The female students were not good performer. Because of this and such reasons the flow 

of teaching learning showed different performance between females.  

Delivering learning based on the interests of learners has great contributions for the 

qualification of education. To apply this, assessing the needs and teaching student’s layup shot 

skills take the primary position. In favor of the selected level female students had no layup 

shot technical skills or experience. Because of this most female students could not run equally 

among themselves. Also from the researchers experience the overall performance of female 

students, was similar to what just mentioned above. 

Generally according to the researchers multi-dimensional observation most of BB layup shot 

sessions was dominated by practical group works of teaching learning methods that practicing 

female with males in the field. But this created the following disadvantages:- 

A, Their performance was not good. 

B, Most of them were showed low performance skill 

C, Due to their low performance most female students may lag behind others /among 

themselves without skill. 

D, It will have its own negative impacts on their future occupation. 

Owing to these problems the researchers was interested in making this research first identified 

the problem and then take action and improve students’ performance in BB layup shot through 

various training. 
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Thus the research was based on the following basic questions:- 

a, what  factors affect females not to be good in layup shot skill? 

b, What are the school related factors that affect female students to be lag behind? 

c, What are the school related factors that affecting female students performance in BB layup 

shot? 

d, What solutions should be given to improve and shape female students layup shot 

performance skill? 

1.3. Objectives of the Study 

 The General objectives of the study were to identify the problems of female students in BB 

layup shot. In line with this, it will have the following specific objectives. 

 Identifying school related factors that influence female students in BB layup shot and 

improve the problems. 

 Analyzing non-school related factors that influence female student’s performance in 

BB layup shot. 

 Suggesting feasible ways of solving the existing problems and implementing BB layup 

shot. 

1.4. Delimitations of the Study 

RTC is located at south eastern part of Ethiopia, Oromia region, Bale zone four hundred thirty 

two kilometers from Addis Ababa. To have manageable area of study, this research was 

bounded on BB layup shot skills of 2005 third year Aesthetics and physical education regular 

female students of RTC. Even though the research had been expanded to the selected females 

in the selected level and also the immediate applications of solutions had been restricted to 

them. The research was covered since November 2005 E.C to June 2005 E.C.  

1.5. Limitations of the Study 

Financial problems and lack of adequate literature and relevant research journal in the area 

were some of the problems that hinder to conduct the study as necessary. 
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2.  REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

2.1. WHAT IS BASKETBALL? 

Basketball is played by two teams of five players. Players score points by throwing a ball 

through a hoop 10 feet (3.1 meters) above the ground. The team that scores the most points 

wins. 

2.2. HOW THE GAME IS PLAYED? 

Players move the basketball by dribbling (bouncing) it or by passing it to another player .In 

college and professional basketball, teams have a limited time in which to try to score. Then 

the other team gets the ball. Shooting the ball through the basket usually scores two points. 

The basket scores three points if the shooter is beyond a line on the court called the three point 

line. A player gets to shoot one or more free throws after afoul (illegal contact) by an opposing 

player. A successful free throw scores one point. Basketball is a fast moving and high scoring 

sport. It has exciting shots like the slam-dunk, when a player leaps high in to the air and slams 

the ball through the hoop from above. A fade away is a shot taken while the player is moving 

backward, away from the basket. Another exciting play is the alley-oop-a pass way up nears 

the basket. The player leaps and attempts to catch the pass and score before returning to the 

floor (Microsoft@Encarta@2009). 

Basketball game demands great cardiorespiratory endurance and fine motor development. 

Basketball instruction should focus on developing skills and competence, so students leave 

school with the ability to participate in recreational games later in life. At the middle school 

level, emphases should be on lead-up games that allow all students to find success and 

enjoyment. As students develop the necessary skills to play the game well, instruction during 

the high school years can concentrate on strategy and team work. Highly skilled and interested 

students should be offered additional opportunities to play through intramural programs, 

recreational leagues, or interscholastic competition (DARST, 2002:371).   

2.2.1. Shooting  

Certain points are common to all shooting. The body should be squared up with the basket 

whenever possible. The ball is held with the fingers spread, and the elbow of the shooting 

hand should always be directly behind the ball. The eyes are fixed on the rim, and the ball is 
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shot with a slight back spin on it. The arm is extended on follow-through with the wrist flexed 

(DARST, 2002:371).  

Shooting is the back bone of the basketball game. Shooting is the really essential skill and 

which requires a great deal of practice and involves aiming and guiding rather than 

showing (Charles B, 1968:118). 

 Shooting is one of the fundamental skills of basketball. It is the ability to shot accurately that 

determines the winning team. While playing the game, your outstanding passing and dribbling 

skill will be   valueless without accurate shooting. Therefore to win the game every member of 

a team should become a good shooter. Because shooting is the main means of scoring a 

basket or achieving the primary objective of the game. 

Good shooters are developed, not born; the shooter must concentrate on his/her target area the 

point on the board at which he/she is sighting. Even after the ball is release (each person 

knows, for every shot he/she misses, just where the ball hit the board. Knowing where the 

ball hit he/she can quickly see where his/her target area should have been). 

2.2.2. Lay-Up Shots. 

 

For a right-handed lay-up, the player approaches the basket from the right side at an angle of 

about 45 degrees. The ball is released with the right hand and the weight on the left foot. As 

the body is elevated off the floor by the left foot, the ball is released 12 to 18 inches above the 

basket on the back board. For a left handed shot, the sequence is opposite. The shooter should 

always reach toward the spot on the back board with the shooting hand, and students should 

practice shooting with each hand (DARST, 2002:371). 

(Ambler, 1979: 27) explain that layup shot is the more effective shot in basketball game. It is 

high percentage shot, made close to the basketball using the back board at the point of aim. 

Lay-up shot is the most accurate shot, because it is very near to the board while performing the 

lay-up. It is performed from a jump that caries you beneath the back board. When performed 

lay-up shot take off on the correct foot and releasing the ball at the top of the vertical 

jump. When you are shooting from the side lay the ball gently against the back board, so that it 
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will drop through the basket. When shooting from the front of the basket, also lay the ball 

gently against the back board (Coleman, 1978:13). 

The lay-up shot used when players are running to the ring. It is performed from a jump that 

carries players under the back board. Accurate shooting ability depends up on the proper 

techniques , cconcentration , coordination, confidence and relaxation (Sahlemichael,2006:76). 

The beginning right handed player approach the basketball at all angle of above 45
0
 to the 

basketball from right side and all angle to the basket. As the player, the ball from the pass or 

dribble steps taken on the left off taken the right knee raised forcefully in the upward to 

basket. The ball is taken up over head with two hands and released with one hand. As the 

player approaches the medium right hand generally lays the ball against. 

The lay-up shot is executed by upward push from both feet in as coordinated extension 

through the arm with a final forward snap of the wrist. The rules are applied for all of the shot 

that included under the fundamental techniques of basketball game. The player should strive 

vertical body movement during the shot with very little forward motion. The shot is a total 

body action with full extension from the feet through the wrist to the fingertip (Ambler, 

1979:24). 

The jump lay-up shot is one of the most effective in basketball today and the most difficult to 

defend. Generally women’s find it hard to perform this shot, because it required strength in the 

arms and wrist (Annsutts, 1973:310). 

2.2.3. Types of Lay-up Shots 

The lay-up shot is according to its implication divided in to two. They are:- 

A. the under Arm type Lay-up shot 

This is special type of lay-up shot while after the shooter taking his/her jump towards the 

basket extends his/her arm and lifts his/her hand up-ward keeping the ball away from the 

defender. 

B. the Extended arm type Lay-up shot 
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This is a type of lay-up shot that the player has to be able to make with both right and left 

hands. The dribble towards the basket is generally finished by a lay-up shot, when the dribble 

is several feet away from the ring. Simultaneously lifts his/her hand and the same knee up 

when jumping forward the basket. 

2.2.4. Fundamental Techniques of Lay-up shot 

To perform lay-up shot properly consider the following fundamental techniques. During lay-

up shot:- 

a. Hold the ball at waist level with both hands 

b. The non-shooting hand is used to support the ball and it placed to the side with finger spread 

c. The jump should be vertical 

d. The jump should be made off the left leg, if the shot taken with right hand (the law of 

opposites is followed). 

e. Shift the ball to the shooting hand. 

f. Raise the shooting hand as high as possible above the in front of the head. 

g. Release (shoot) the ball off the finger tips. 

h. Laying the ball gently (softly) against the back board. 

i. Follow through with the shooting arm and wrist (Ambler, 1979:51).   

     2.2.5. One Hand Push Shots 

The push shot is used primarily for shooting free throws. Few people shot a one hand shot 

from a set position. The ball is held at shoulder level in the non-shooting hand. The shooting 

hand is behind the ball, the finger tips touching the ball and the wrist is cocked. The legs are 

shoulder width apart and the knees slightly bent. The shoot, straighten the legs and push 

forward with the forearm and wrist. The wrist should be bent over on follow-throw and the 

arm straight (DARST, 2002:371). 
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2.2.6. Jump Shot  

The jump shot is the most popular shot in the basketball, because it is difficult to block. The 

hands are in the same position as described for the one-hand push shot. After the shooter 

jumps, the ball is placed just above and in front of the head. The elbow must be kept under the 

ball so shooting hand moves in a straight line forward the basket. The wrist snaps on release. 

The shot should be performed using a jump in an upward plane. Leaning forward, sideways, or 

back ward will make the shot much less consistent (DARST, 2002:371).  
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3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

This  chapter deals with the method of the study, source of data, sample and sampling 

techniques, and data gathering instruments to be taken during research.  

3.1. Method of the Study  

The objectives of the study was to identify the factors that affected female students 

performance in BB lay-up shot in case of 2005 third year Aesthetics and PE female students of 

RTC. To this end a descriptive survey method were employed, because this method was 

helpful for identifying the major issues pertaining to the issue under the study. 

3.2. Source of Data  

The necessary data for this study would have been obtained from primary source, that was the 

students. 

Table 1 personal information of respondents 

Table-1: Personal information of respondents 

Age 16-18 19-21 22-23 Total 

Number of students 12 20 2 34 

 

As shown in table 1, student respondents, all were female students. With respect to age 30% of 

the student respondents were the age range between 16-18 years, about 58% of them were in 

between 19-21 years age ranges, the rest 6% of the respondents were in between the age 

ranges of 22-23 and above. 

3.3. Sample and sampling Techniques 

The sample populations of the study were all the 2005 third year Aesthetics and Physical 

education female students (100%) that were thirty four female students. The sample had been 

selected using purposive sampling. Because of the availability of the sampling population. 

3.4. Data gathering instruments 

Questionnaires and observations were employed in the study. These are open ended and close 

ended questions were prepared and responded. The questions were ten in number. Among 
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these six are close ended questions while four are open ended questions. The observation 

method used was non participant and unstructured method. That was moving around and 

looking the work of students during training. 

4. METHODS OF DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 

The questionnaires were distributed to the selected female students. After all the selected 

respondents had filled, the questionnaires were collected and tabulated in terms of both in 

number and percent. The distributed questionnaires were thirty four. Among these thirty four 

of them were responded. The questionnaires contain ten questions.  

The following 2-10 tables show the collected data in terms of number and percent. 

Table 2 Have you learned Basketball in your recent class or not 

Table 2: Have you learned Basketball in your recent class or not 

     

Item No. of Respondents Remark 

No. %  

Yes 4 11.76 

No 30 88.22 

Total 34 100 

 

As shown in the above table 2, 30(88.22%) of students responded that they did not learn 

basketball in their recent class, 4(11.76%) of students replied that as they learn basketball in 

their recent class. This may tell us most students were not learned basketball in their recent 

class. 

 

Table 3 why female students do not perform perfect BB lay-up shot technical skill 

Table 3: why female students do not perform perfect BB lay-up shot technical skill 

Items No. of respondents Remarks 

No. %  

Because of gender 2 5.88 

Lack of interest 7 20.5 

Lack of skill 6 17.64 

Lack of skilled teacher 17 50 
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Total 34 100 

 

As indicated in the above table 3, 2(5.88%) of students respond that because of gender they 

did not perform perfect skill of lay-up shot of basketball, 7(20.5%) of respondents respond that 

the problems of female students to perform the correct lay-up skill is related with lack of 

interest, 6(17.64%) of the students respond that as there is lack of technical skills of lay-up 

shot and the rest 17( 50%) of them were respond that as there is lack of skilled teachers. This 

implies that most students did not perform the perfect BB lay-up shot technical skill because 

of lack of skilled teachers. 

Table 4 Do you know the purpose for that you make lay-up shot in BB? 

Table 4: Do you know the purpose for that you make lay-up shot in BB? 

Items No. of respondents Remark 

No. %  

Yes 5 14.70  

No 29 85.25  

Total 34 100  

As can be seen in the above table 4, 5(14.7%) of students replied that as they were know the 

purpose of lay-up shot technical skills of basketball and 29(85.25%) of respondents were not 

know about the purpose of lay-up shot skill. 

Table 5 Have you seen BB competition in school? 

Table 5: Have you seen BB competition in school? 

Items No.of respondents Remark 

No. %  

Yes 10 29.14  

No 24 70.58  

Total 34 100  

As shown from the above table 5, 10(29.14%) of students respond that as there were 

competitions in the school and 24(70.58%) of them were respond as there were no any 

competitions of basketball in the school. 
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Table 6 Do you have interest towards Basketball sport? 

Table 6: Do you have interest towards Basketball sport? 

Items No. of respondents Remark 

No. %  

Yes 30 88.22  

No 2 5.89  

Difficult to decide 2 5.89  

Total 34 100  

 As indicated in above table 6, 30(88.22%) of respondents have interest to play basketball, 

2(5.89%) of them respond that as they have no interest and 2(5.89%) of them said difficult to 

decide their interest. These shows as majority of students have interest to play basketball. 

Table 7 Is there BB field in your recent school? 

Table 7: Is there BB field in your recent school? 

Items No. of respondents Remarks 

No. %  

Yes 14 41.17  

No 20 58.83  

Total 34 100  

 As indicated in the above table 7, about 14(41.17%) of respondents answer as there is a good 

BB field in their school and the rest 20(58.83%) of students respond as there is no any BB 

field in their school. This shows as there were no basketball fields in many schools. 

Table 8 Is there any problems that hinder your performance in BB lay-up shot? 

Table 8: Is there any problems that hinder your performance in BB lay-up shot? 

Items 

 

No. of respondents Remarks 

No. %  

Yes 24 70.58  

No 10 29.42  

Total 34 100  

As shown in the above table 8, 24(70.58%) of students respond as there were  problems that 

affect their performance in lay-up shot skill ;that is their life style and lack of materials. But 

10(29.42%) of them were said as there were no problems that affect their performance in BB 
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lay-up shot skill. As majority of them respond there were some problems that hinder their 

performance in lay-up shot skill. 

Table 9 What are inter-school problems that hinder your performance in BB lay-up shot? 

Table 9: What are inter school problems that hinder your performance in BB lay-up 

shot? 

Items No. of respondents Remarks 

No. %  

Lack of sport field 5 14.7  

Lack of Basketball 5 14.7  

Lack of qualified PE 

teachers 

   

All 24 70.58  

Total 34 100  

 

As shown in table 9, 5(14.70%) of students respond as there were lack of sport field, 

5(14.70%) as there were lack of basketball and 24(70.28%) of students replied as there were 

lack of basketball field, lack of basketball and lack of qualified teachers, This implies that the 

above interschool problems hinder female students performance of lay-up shot skill. 

 

Table 10 During teaching-learning BB lay-up shot , was there any influence from male students on you? 

Table 10: During teaching-learning BB lay-up shot, was there any influence from male 

students on you? 

Items 

 

No. of respondents Remark 

No. %  

Yes 6 17.64  

No 28 82.36  

Total 34 100  

 

As indicated above in table 10, 6(17.64%) of students respond as there were influence from 

male students during BB teaching-learning. But 28(82.36%) of them were answered as there 

were no any influence from male. This implies deciding with the above lack of interest in 

them. 

Write BB rules/students were asked to write the rules/. 
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Among the total number of students 20(58.82%) of them were not have knowledge about the 

rules of basketball, and 14(41.18%) of them have knowledge about basketball rules. 

 

Results of Observation 

At the beginning of training the students do not know the steps taken to make BB lay-up shot. 

They simply jump as they need. After they introduced and the skills demonstrated to them, 

they begun to perform this skill accordingly. During training session’s improvement of this 

skill were very interested and changes shown day from day. At the last of training the results 

were satisfactory. 

4.1. Findings 

As we understand from the collected data it shows as there were problem in performing BB 

lay-up shot in the selected level at RTC. 

The researchers concluded as:- 

1. The students were not learning BB lay-up shot in their recent class. 

2. There were problems such as absence of qualified PE teachers, sport fields and 

basketball in their school. 

3. They did not know the purpose for they play basketball before. 

4. Most female students were not participating during PE practical lessons. 

5. There was no sport fields in their schools, this hinder them from participating in sports. 

6. More female students have no BB lay-up shot skills before college entrance. 

4.2. Recommendations 

The researchers would like to recommend the following basic points in order to improve 

female student’s performance in BB lay-up shot. 

1. We, Teachers have to use different ALM s to give lessons. 

2. Female students have to learn alone while teaching PE practical lessons. 

3. We, Teachers have to give equal opportunity for both sexes. 

4. We, Teachers follow up and participating students while teaching PE in the school. 

5. We have to discuss and put recognition about the equity of subjects with teachers.  

6. Daily follow up of teaching PE is very important and necessary in the process of 

teaching learning. 
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7. We have to give instruction about the relevant knowledge of fundamental skills and 

techniques of basketball and awareness that help students to be active in basketball 

lesson. 

8. Areas which are expected problems for the awareness or for lay-up shot techniques 

should be solved. 

9. Developing their understanding of gaining benefits from basketball lay-up shot skills 

and techniques should be done. 

10. We should give continuous motivation for them during training and competition. 

In general if the above recommended points planned and practiced in the school continuously 

the process of teaching PE will be well progress. So to fulfill these comments it needs the 

cooperation of education officials, school community and public participation or service. 

 4.3. Action plan 

After identifying the problems in performing BB lay-up shot skill, the researchers were 

formulated plan to alleviate or minimize the problems in performing the skills of 2005 third 

year Aesthetics and PE female students of Robe Teachers College. To do these activities the 

following points were planned. 

No. Action Monthes  

D J F M A M  

1 General instruction about BB lay-up shot 

performance skill. 

X       

2 Introductions to the objectives of BB lay-up 

shot performance skill and fitness exercises 

X       

3 Practicing students individually and in group 

using different ALM s and all the steps of 

lay-up shots taken during BB lay-up 

performance skill. 

 X X X X X  

4 Motivating and correcting students work  X X X X X  

 

4.4. The Action Taken 

After completing the above mentioned tasks the action had been taken in different methods. 

The methods and actions taken were:- 

a. Individual students practicing lay-up shot skill steps one by one 
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b. Right hand lay-up shot practice were done 

c. Left hand lay-up shot practice were held and then, 

d. Left and right side lay-up shot practice were done. In twelve follow up days each students 

lay-up shot performance and progression were recorded. 

 

4.5. Results 

Students BB lay-up shot performance was progressed from the simple five to six times lay-up 

shot scores to the highest fifteen to twenty times lay-up shot, and also female students were 

motivated and interested to this activity. They can use this skill in their future occupation 

confidentially. This shows the good application of ALM s can bring an expected behavioral 

change. Making research also can improve once performance. 

 

Students during training 

Figure 1. Students during training 
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4.6. Evaluation 

 

A. Strength 

 Materials and fields were sufficient during practice. 

 Interests and participation of students were very high during practice. 

 The activities were participatory. 

B. Weaknesses 

 The students were biased with different tasks. 

 There was shortage of time. 

 Shortage of budget in order to do more works. 

C. Solutions 

 Students should be free for research. 

 Excess time should be given for researchers openly. 

 Payments should be given in between research schedules. 
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5. Summary and conclusion 

5.1. Summary 

The research were done in order to identify the problems in BB lay-up shot skill of 2005 third 

year Aesthetics and PE education regular female students of RTC and to give conclusions and 

recommendations for officials and concerned bodies. The entire work was centered in 

answering the following basic questions:- 

1. What problems affect females not to be good at BB lay-up shot performance skill? 

1.1. What are the school related problems that affect female students to be lag behind 

themselves? 

1.2. What are the school related problems that affecting female student’s performance 

in BB lay-up shot skill? 

      2. What solutions should be given to improve and shape female students BB lay-up shot    

performance skill? 

The researchers were gathered information from female students of the selected level. The 

survey was classified in to three parts. The introductory, research methodology, 

summary, conclusion and recommendation. 

5.2. Conclusion 

It would appear from the problem identification, presentation, interpretation, analysis of data 

and action results that:- What problems hinder female students in performing BB lay-up shot? 

On the basis of these findings the following conclusions were drawn. The researchers dug out 

the grass root of the problems and answered these questions as:- 

There was no skillful PE teachers and sufficient sport fields in schools; students did not learn 

PE lesson accordingly in their recent classes; and they do not participate during practical 

sessions of BB lessons are problems that was tackled female students performance in BB lay-

up shot in the selected level. All the above ideas show that there was least attention of 

concerned bodies in giving quality education in their recent classes. 
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APPENDIX-A 

Questionnaires for 2005 third year Aesthetics and physical education regular 

female students of RTC. 

The objective of this action research is to identify the major problems of 2005 third year 

Aesthetics and physical education regular female students of RTC in BB lay-up shot and 

depending on your response to take action and improve performance. These questionnaires 

will be distributed for thirty four students. 

 

Directions: - No need of writing your name. 

                    Answer the given questions accordingly. 

Personal information  

1. Sex___________ 

2. Age__________ 

3. Marital status:  a, Married    b, Unmarried 

4. Body conditions:  a, Normal     b, Abnormal 

    If your answer is  “B” state__________________________________________________ 

 ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS 

1.  Have you learned Basketball sport in your recent class? 

A, yes    B. No   C. Not so more    D. I don’t learn until college entrance 

2. Why do not female students perform perfect Basketball lay-up shot technical skill?          

A. Because of Gender B. lack of interest   C. Lack of skill D. Lack of skilled 

professionals/teachers. 

3. Do you know the purpose for that you make lay-up shot? A. yes  B. No 

If your answer is “A” why?________________________________________________ 

4. Have you seen Basketball competition in your school? A. yes  B. No 

5. Do you have interest towards Basketball sport? A. yes  B. No  C. Difficult to decide 

6. Is there Basketball field in your recent school? A. yes  B. No 

7. Is there any external problems that hinder you to perform lay-up shot? A. yes  B. No  
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If “A” what kind?__________________________________________________________ 

8. What are inter- school problems in recent classes that hinder you to perform Basketball 

lay-up shot? A. Absence of sport field B. Absence of Basketball C. Absence of qualified 

PE teachers D. All  “A”  _”C” 

9. While learning Basketball, is there any influence from male students to you? A. yes  B. No  

If “A” what kind?__________________________________________________________ 

10.  Mention three among Basketball rules?________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

THANK YOU! 


